
PROCESS IMPROVERS: 
MIXING

Optimise Your Mixer
Mixers have a far-reaching impact on concrete batch plant operation. They are at the heart of the process 
and it’s hard to understate the effect they have on all aspects of plant performance, including product quality, 
process efficiency, safety and ultimately the bottom line. That’s why Make it better starts with the mixer. 
Optimising mixer performance is a great way to start improving the whole process. We have the know-how 
and unique high-quality components to do just that.

PROTECT MIXING EFFICIENCY - ULTRA

As mixing tools and scraper blades wear out, mixer performance is 
seriously compromised. Low cost parts wear quickly and can be a false 
economy. Ultra tungsten carbide wear parts last many times longer, 
helping to prevent product quality issues, extended batch cycle times, 
and excessive downtime for maintenance and cleaning.

SIMPLIFY MAINTENANCE - HAWIFLEX®

Raw materials and mix designs vary, so to keep a mixer operating 
efficiently often means a combination of wear parts will work best. 
Hawiflex® premium polyurethane wear parts are abrasion resistant 
and exceptionally elastic, so they absorb impact and last longer. They 
are quick and easy to clean, light for safer handling and reduce noise. 

KEEP MIXERS RUNNING - ALPHAPLATE

Replacing mixer wear plates is a costly business. It’s time consuming, 
high risk and stops production. Investing in plates that last longer 
and reduce the need for change should be a priority. AlphaPlate 
hardweld wear plates offer exceptional wear life and the automated 
manufacturing process ensures an accurate fit every time.
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Upgrade The Mixing Process
Every stage of the batching process plays its part, but the mixer is undeniably the heart of the plant. As 
demands on mixing equipment grow and mix designs become ever more complex, mixer performance plays a 
big part in the success of the whole operation. Even small efficiency gains in this essential part of the process 
pay dividends many times over, which is why it makes sense to invest in the latest mixing technology and 
ensure it keeps operating at optimum levels over the long term, batch after batch. 

HIGH QUALITY MIXING - TEKA MIXERS

Investing in a new mixer is a key decision. Teka mixers have an 
intensive, high-efficiency mixing action which ensures maximum mix 
quality can be achieved in minimum time. Market leader for a reason, 
Teka mixers reliably keep producing high volumes of top quality 
concrete and won’t become the bottleneck in your plant.

KEEPING MIXERS CLEAN - WALTER

Keeping mixers clean is essential if they are to perform at their best. 
Build-up prevents efficient mixing, increases running costs and 
is dangerous to remove. Walter cleaning systems keep mixers 
exceptionally clean using a quick, safe, automatic cleaning cycle, so 
your mixer keeps making high quality concrete with less downtime.

MINIMISE DUST ON PLATFORM - CDX

Poorly sealed and vented mixers release large quantities of dust during 
loading. CDX mixer venting filters keep platforms cleaner, safer and 
protect site staff. During the batching cycle the filter creates negative 
pressure within the mixer, effectively controlling airborne dust and 
returning material directly into the mixer so waste is reduced. 
 


